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Abstract 

The u-model with Wilson-ferm.ions is considered in one-loop lattice pertur

bation theory and in the hopping parameter expansion at large bare couplings. 

Chiral symmetry restoration in the large cut-off limit of perturbation theory is 

only possible if asymmetric counterterms are added to the lattice action. In the 

hopping parameter expansion at infinitely large bare Yukawa-coupling or at zero 

bare fermion mass dynamical parity doubling of the fermion occurs. 

1 Introduction 

T-he 0'-model [1] has different important applications in elementary particle theory: in quan

tum chromodynawics it gives an effective description of the low-ep.e:rgy pion-nucleon system, 

whereas in the standard elecroweak model it serves as a basis for the Higgs-sector. In fact, the 

physics of a heavy Higgs-boson and heavy fermion doublet would be described in the standard 

electrowea.k model to a good approximation by the u-model, because for such a system (if it 

would exist) the scalar quartic coupling and the Yukawa-coupling would be strong and the 

weak SU(2) ® U(l) gauge interaction would be a small perturbation. 

A particularly interesting aspect" of the u-model is the SU(2)L ® SU(2)n chiral symmetry 

for vanishing fermion mass. In the non-perturbative lattice regularization scheme, where it 

is natural to start with a massive theory and to obtain the massless fermion as a limiting 

case, the chiral symmetry is not only broken by the non-VB.I,1i_~~ng mass, but also by the 

regularization at the cut-off scale, The ~reason is fermion doubling on the lattice, which 

always occurs for finite lattice spacing if some rather mild assumptions are fulfilled [2]. In the 

case of free fermions the superficial fermion species ("fermion doublers") can be kept at the 

cut-off scale, therefore they are removed frolll the spectrum in the continuum limit. This is 

achieved by adding a higher dimensional ))Wilson-term" to the lattice action [3]. The Wilson

term, however, breaks the chiral symmetry explicitly also for zero (bare) fermion mass. The 

important question is, whether the fermion doublers can also be removed from the physical 

spectrum in the continuum limit of the interacting theory and whether at the same time the 

chiral symmetry is realized? 

There is an important point which has. to be mentioned in this respect. In the u-model 

both couplings are not asymptotically free an_d the only known ~ point of the Callan

Symanzik renormalization group equations is an infrared fix point (IRFP} at vanishing renor

malized couplings [4J. Therefore, the continuum limit of the u-model is most probably trivial 
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(non-interacting). Questions about the continuum limit have to be reformulated in such a 

way that they refer to a quasi-continuum situation with very large but finite ratio of the 

cut-off (A) to the physical mass scale (m). In this case the interaction can be non-zero, but 

there are upper limits for the renormalized couplings which are going to zero as an inverse 

power of the logarithm of the cut-off. 

The physically relevant region of the bare parameter space where the lattice artifacts 

of order m/ A are negligible is called the $Caling region. This region is in the vicinity of 

multicritical poinh (C) where all the relevant physical masses are zero in lattice units. In 

the u-model the physical particles are the fermion and the u- and 1r-scalar bosons. The 

expeded critical structure is qualitatively shown by Fig. 1 in the plane of the two mass 

parameters in the lattice action (called hopping parameter.,): K. for the scalars and K for 

the ferm.ion. The bare quartic coupling(>.) and bare Yukawa-coupling (G) are fixed in the 

figure at. some arbitrary values. The relevant points in the plane are below the line C,pCC~ 

where the fermion mass in lattice units vanishes. The mass of the cr- and 11'-boson vanishes, 

respectively, along the curves C"C and C,C. Some of these lines may shrink to a point or 

they may also coincide with each other. For instance, C,C may coincide with C"C and/or 

with C~.C. The vacuum expectation value of the o--field ( v) is zero in some part of the plane 

(called -'ymmetric pha.se) and non-zero in the other part (called pha.se with .spontaneou.,ly 

broken _,ymmetry). The question of the realization of the chiral symmetry arises along the 

line C!J-CC,, which can be called chiral .sub.,pace. (Note that the chiral subspace has one 

dimension less than the whole bare parameter space.) The standard assumption is that on 

C.J-C the vacuum expectation value vanishes (t' = 0) and the unbroken chiral symmetry is 

realized by a massless fermion and massive degenerate u- and 11'-bosons. Along C,C the 

vac~um expectation value is assume-d t.o be non-zero in physical units (that is vjm" i- 0) and 

the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry is supposed to be realized by a massive fertnion and 

massive u-boson together with three massless 1r's as the Goldstone-bosons. If the couplings 

have only the trivial IRFP at zero (AR = GR = 0), then the quasi-continuum theories in the 

scaling region near Care equivalent for arbitrary values of the bare couplings()., G). In the 

present paper this will alwars be assumed. 

The question is, what happens with the fermion doublers in the scaling region near the 

critical point C? In particular, one would like to show that it is possible to make the masses 

of the fermion doublers much larger than the physical scale set by the o--hoson mass. Since

the renormalized couplings can be non-zero there, the answer to this quest.ion requires the 

knowledge of the spectrum of an int.erad.ing 4-dimeusional quantum field theory. Of course, 

to give a definitiYe answer is very difficult. For the formulation of the- standard electroweak 

model it is required that, according to the above standard assumption about. the realization 

of the chiral synunetry. the physical spectrum of I he quasi-continuum theory in the chiral 

subspace of the broken phase consists of a (possibly light) fe-rmion doublet, an isoscalar 

scalar Higgs-bason and three zero mass Goldstone bosons, ·which will be "eaten" by the 

gauge hosons, once the chiral symmetry is appropriately gauged. 

In the present paper I shall consider lattice perturbation theory in the u-model with 

\11/ilson fermions (Section Il).ln addition, the double hopping parameter expansion in powers 

of n and K near n = K = 0 will be investigated (Sections III and IV). The aim is to obt.ain 

information concerning the above questions about ehiral symmetry and t.he physical spe-ctrum 

in the quasi-continuum limit of the interacting theory. The- summary and conclusions will be 

discussed in Sect-ion V. 
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2 Lattice perturbation theory 

2.1 Lattice action 

The scalar field in the u-model can be considered either as a doublet under the global SU(2)L® 

SU(2)R Symriletry or as a four-vedor under 0(4), which is locally equivalent to SU(2)L ® 

SU(2)R· In the 0(4)-notation the lattice field is tl>s~, (S = 0,1,2,3; x =lattice point). The 

doublet scalar field ,P~, (A = 1; 2) can be extended to a 2 ®· 2 matrix IPu: as 

-(~! <~>!)- +' ~"' = ~; ¢! = CT;r t7"6 11"6 :r 
(1) 

Here the other doublet field J> is defined as J>~ = !AB¢;B, with the unit antisymmetric matrix 

!A8· The isospin is the vec-tor-like diagonal SU(2) subgroup of SU(2)L ® SU(2)R, therefore 

the field component- a~ = !/Jo~ is isoscalar, the components 1r,~ =: ¢u; (s = 1,2,3) are 

isovector. In Eq. (1) '• denotes the isospin Pauli-matrix, and over the repeated isospin index 

s an automatic summation is understood. This summation convention will be applied in this 

paper for isospin~ (s = 1,2,3) and 0(4)~indices (S = 0, 1,2,3). The transformation properties 

of the fields tp a.nd ¢ with respect to SU(2)L ® SU(2)R, respectively 0( 4) are: 

~~ = Ui
1
tpzUR ¢~~ = 0Sj.iflT"' (2) 

The connection between the groUp elements of SU{2)L ® SU(2)R and 0{4) is given by 

1 . 1 os: = 2Tr (rsUi1TiUn) = 2Tr (~tUR 1TTUL) = OTs (3) 

Where •s stands forTs:::: (i, T~). 
The fermion doublet fields will be denoted by "ifl~ and{;~. Using the projections on the left

and right~ handed components PL :::: ~(1 +75), respectively Pn =: -j{l-;5 ), the transformation 

properties of the fermion fields are: 

. "lj.l: = !Ui1 PL + UR 1 PR]"I/>..., ,j;: ~ ,j;,[PnUL + PLUR] ( 4) 

From Eqs. ( 3-4) follows that the fermion bilinears 

,j;.rs,P. (S~0,1,2,3) (5) 

with r S :::=; ( 1, -i;sT.) transform a5 a four-vector with respect to 0(4). 

Using these fields, the lattice fermion action of the u~model can be written as 

S ~ I: {M<t>s.</>s. + >.( ¢s.¢s.)' - K I: ¢s.+,¢s. . " 

+M(,j;,,p,) + G¢8.(,j;,r5,P,)- K ~(,j;•+>!r + '"]>/>.)} (6) 

The summation :L;~-' over the neighbours is performed here over both positive and negative 

directions. The normalization of the fields is left arbitrary here. It can be chosen according to 

convenience: in perturbation theory the simplest choice is K = K = ~, whereas in numerical 

studies a frequent convention is J..L = 1 - 2>. and M = 1. The Wilson~ parameter r > 0 

is required for removing the degeneracy of the fermion doublers. It. is expected to be an 

irrelevant parameter in the sense that it should not influence the physical content of the 

model in the scaling region. Taking into account the freedom of field normalizations, the 

number of independent relevant bare parameters in the above action is four. 
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2.2 1-loop effective potential of the scalar field 

The field normalizations are chosen in perturbation theory in such a way that K = K = l· 
The propagator of the scalar field iltu and of the fermion field Ll.~Y is on a periodic finite 

lattice given by 

1 1 '\:'""' _;{k,:r-y) --• 

..6."'=-L...,e 2+J..·2 
"'-Y N k llo 

1 . M . -
A:y = - L e-•(k,:r- 11) "" - tf • k 

N k M';" + k2 
(7) 

Here L:~c denotes a summation over the Brillouin-zone of momenta and N is the number of 

lattice points. The bare mass parameters in the propagators are defined (for general field 

normalization) as 

!1~=~-8 
K 

(8) 

and 

Mrk := .Mo + ~.(. 2 
M 

M 0 = 2K- 4r (9) 

A reminescent notation of the trigonometric functions appearing in lattice perturbation theory 

IS: 
- . kl-' 
k 11 = 2sm2 k11 = sink11 

0 1 
k"" = 2" sin(2k11 ) 

On an infinite lattice the summation over the Brillouin~zone is replaced by an integral: 

1 1 1"1"1"1" -I:~-- d'k 
N k (211")4 _.,. _.,. _.,. --.-

(10) 

(11) 

The fermion propagator mass M~k in Eq. {9) shows that, due to the Wilson~term proportional 

tor, the fermion doublers at. the corners of the Brillouin-zone with k 11 = 11" get an additional 

mass contribution which is finite in lat.tiee units. {In the present paper usually always lattice 

units are used, in ot.her words the lattice spacing is a = 1.) In the continuum limit when 

the physical masses go t.o zero in lattice units, the ratio of the fermion doubler masses to the 

physical masses tends to infinity, at least in the propagator. If this remains true after the 

inclusion of the interact.ion then. as anticipated, the fermion doublers are decoupled from the 

physical spectrum. 
Important properties of t-he interacting system can be expressed in terms of the effective 

action of the Jcalar field f[¢]. In the 1-loop approximation f[¢] is given by 

r[¢] ~ s.[¢] + ~Trlog (DJ¢J6.•)- Trlog (MJ¢]6.') (12) 

Here S.p denotes the pure scalar part of the action in Eq. (6), D is the second derivative 

matrix of the action with respect to t.he scalar fields and M is the fermion matrix standing 

bet.weeu ~ and 1/-• in the fermionic part of the action. 

The effective potential V.,tf(¢) is defined by the effective action for x-independent. fields. 

lu the 1-loop approximation it is 

( 1 I )' 11-~ 2 2 2 2)' 
Veff ¢) =- Nr ¢s, = ¢s = ((T,1l"~ J = 2(a + 11") +>.(a + 11" 

~ ( 1)1+1 1 
+ L ----(4-1)1(31 + 3)(•' +~')'-LIM~+ k't' 

l=t 2l N k 
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~ I -I )1 
I - { . . - I) 

+ 2::: --G1r 2)Af?k + k2 t 1Tr [(u- t)'s7,1l",)(Mrk- t7 · q) 
1=1 1 .1\ k 

(13) 

The lowest order terms are in detail 

' VeJJ(!7,1r) = ~o(uz-+ 1r2) + A(a2 + 11"2)2 

I ,.- { 12.\ 2 2) 48..\
2 

2 2 2 
-l----;L.- --.-(u+11"- _ (u+1r)+··· 

1\ k J1~' k2 (JL~ + k2)2 

BGM,A· 4G2 
2 2 8G2 M?k 2 

Mz ~ kZa- .1\[2 + J.:2(u + 1r ) + (M' + k:')'u 
• ek rk rk 

8G3 ~"11 .. ~r ( 2 2 32G3 M;'k 3 

'(M2 + f2)2u o + 11" ) - 3(M2 + kl)'u 
r1• .. k 

2G4 
2 2 2 16G4 M?,. 2 2 2 16G4 M:k 4 } 

+ (M?k + k2)z(u + 1r) - (,M?k + k2)3u (a- + 1r} + (M?,. + k2)4o- + ... (14) 

The 1-loop effective potential of the scalar field shows the explicit chiral symmetry break

ing due to the fermion propagator mass M,,.. Because of the Wilson-parameter, the symmetry 

breaking terms are non-zero also for a vanishing bare fermion mass (Mo = 0). In order to 

find the symmetric points of the model the symmetry breaking has to be compensated by 

appropriate countertenns. In other words, one has to find the set of points in the bare pa

rameter space where all the symmetry breaking tenus vanish. It is clear from Eq. (14) that 

this is only possible if additional symmetry breaking baXe parameters are introduced in the 

action. The symmetric points have to be localized in this higher dimensional space. The 

simplest symmetry breaking counterterm is linear in the a-field. Such an ''external magnetic 

field" is required in the symmetric phase in order that the point rT = 0 be a minimum of the 

effective action. (In the broken phase with non-zero vacuum expectation value the situation 

is more involved. This will be discussed in the next subsection.) At 1-loop the coefficient of 

the linear tenn ~u, in the action (6) has to be (for l'i = K = V: 
1 BGMrk 

~=NLM2 +k2 
k ,, 

(15) 

This is finite in lattice units, therefore the external magnetic field is cubically divergent in 

physical units. 
The other non-symmetric terms appearing in Eq. (14) have to be compensated in a similar 

way by explicit counterterms in the action. (The higher dimensional terms in Eq. (13) need 

not be compensated because t-hey are expected to be negligible in the continuum limit.) 

The necessity of extending the parameter space to higher dimension becomes also apparent 

if one tries to find the critical points where the masses vanish. According to Eq.(14) the 

critical value of the bare parameter Jl~ for vanishing 1r-mass and fermion-mass is (see also the 

expressions for the renormalized masses given in the next. subsection): 

1 {. 24.\ BG' } 
Jl~,.(1r) = N ~ -Tz + ~r2 (k2 )2 + P (16) 
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The same c.ondition for the a--mass is, however: 

, I { 24..\ 8G
2 4G

2
r

2 (k 2
)

2 
} 

llocr(u) = fj ~ - k2 + ~r2(f2)2 + p- [~r2(f2)2 + k2J2 
(17) 

Therefore, in the space of symmetrical bare parameters the critical points where the 1r-mass 

and u-mass vanish are distinct. In order to find a common critical point one has to go in a 

higher dimensional space with non-symmetric couplings. In addition, this common critical 

point has to be on the boundary of the broken phase where the vacuum expectation value of 

the a-field changes from zero to non-zero. This will be discussed in the next subsection. 

2.3 Renormalized quantities 

In the limit of a very large cut-off the bare perturbation theory is not useful because of the 

appearing logarithmic divergences. The physical quantities have to be expressed by power 

series in the reno~malized couplings. In this way the renormalized perturbation theory is 

obtained which gives a good approximation, provided that the renormalized couplings are 

small and the physical scales involved are not far away from each other. The divergent field 

normalizations have to be factored out from the Green's funC-tions. For instance, for the rr

field the normalization factor ZR" can be defined from the effective action (12) by the small 

momentum behaviour of the function 

The definition is 

In 1-loop order t.his gives: 

1 i(lt,:r:-y) --a'r I 
Z(k) = N I: e &u,&u, •·=•••"' ., 

_,_I--~~ Z(k) z"" = 8 L &k &k 
~-<> 0 I' I' k;,O 

Zna = 1- ~ ~ { (M?" + .P)-2 l8 + 
3
; M,.k(B- k2

) + 2r
2P] 

(18) 

(19) 

-(M?" + Pf3 [4k
2 

+ Br2 M?dP +A/)+ 16rlWrkk. k + 2M~\(B- P) + 2r.ll:f;,.(s- Pl] 

+(M?k + P)-4 16M?It [r/ + 2rM .. kk. k + r 2 M .. kk
2
]} 

G'{ 8 4!"} 
- 1 - .. V ~ (M;k+P)'l- (Af;"+k2)3 -+-··· (20) 

The last line shows the logarithmically divergent. terms explicitly. A similar expression can 

be obtained for ZR.,.., too. 
The field normalization factor Zn.r for the fermion can be defined together with the renor

malized fermion mass MR by the low momentum behaviour of the inverse fermion propagator: 

r.(k) = z;;HM• + ik . 1 + O(k'J) (21) 
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The 1-loop result for ZR>i> is 

zR. ~ 1 ~ 2~' L(l'~ + k'r'(M,', + Pr'P 
' 

The 1-loop renormalized fermion mass Mn is given by 

_ 1 2G
2
"' 2 ~2 -t 2 -z -I MRZM ~ M, + N L..(l'o + k ) (M,, + k ) M,, 

' 

(22) 

(23) 

The renormalized mass and the renormalized C"ouplings of the scalar fields can be diree.tly 
obtained from the effective potential (14). In what follows only the mass and couplings of 
the a-field will be explicitly given, but- very Similar expressions can also be obtained for the 

corresponding quantities with the 1r-field. The renormalized a--mass-squared p.k,. is given by 

2 ~1 _ 82 Yr.111 _ 2 1 ~ { 24>. 8G
2 

16G
2 M?~. } 

I'Raz Rcr = ~ - l'o + N L 2 + fc 2 - M2 + p + (M'l + k'l)' 
a=o,..=O k J.l.o ..-k rk 

The 1-loop renormalized quartic c.oupling of the a--field can be obtained from 

>. z-• = _I_ IJ'V.fll 
JUT Ra 24 8o-'~ 

cr=10=0 

1 { -48>.2 2G4 16G4 M 2 16G4 M 4 
} 

~ >. + N ~ (!'i + k')' + (M;, + k')' ~ (M?, + i;), + (M?, + ,;;). 

(24) 

(25) 

The renormalized Yukawa-coupling G& of the a--field to the fermion can be defined by the 
value of the o-,P,P vertex function at zero external momenta. The 1-loop result is given by 

-t -t _ 2G
3
"' 2 -2 -t 2 -2 ~2 ~2 2 G&ZMZ& ~ r ••• (o,o,o) ~ G + N L..(l'o + k) (M,, + k ) (k ~ M,,) 

' 
(26) 

Up to now.lt was assumed that the vacuum expectation value of the a--field is zero. This 
is true in the symmetric phase, but. there is also a phase with broken symmetry, where the 
vacuum expectation value is non-zero. If the coefficients of the asymmetric counterterms 
in the action are considered to be functions of the symmetric ones, the expected critical 
structure can still be visualized by Fig. 1. One way to determine the vacuum expectation 
value in perturbation theory is to consider a generic situation when the O"-:field is 

O"x=O"o,+v (27) 

where 1> is the vacuum expectation value. v can be considered as an unknown function of 
the bare parameters to be determined later. Substituting Eq.(27) into the action (6) one 
obtains another action in terms of the shifted field o-0,., which has by assumption no vacuum 
expectation value. The scalar part of the action becomes more complicated (e. g. 0"1f1f and 
q-qq couplings appear: see in Ref. [5]), but the form of the fermion part does not change. 
The only difference in the fermion part compared to Eq. (6) is that the bare fermion mass 
M is replaced by M + Gv. The effective potential and the renormalized quantities can be 
calculated in the same way as before. The results are quite similar to the previously given 
ones, only some additional terms appear which are proportional to 

w 2 
:::: 4Av 2 (28) 
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(Note that in the perturbation series A and G 2 are considered on equal footing.) The value of 
the vacuum expectation value L' is determined by the requirement that the effective potential 
has a minimum at o-0 = 0. This equation at the 1-loop order is 

{ 
, , . 1 [ 12>. 12>. l} 1 " BGM,, 0=11 p 0 +w +rE ---. +--~.~ +f"--L.,.-,---

1\ k J.L! + P 11; + k2 N k M.~c + k 2 
(29) 

Here the contribution of the term linear in the u-field (f) is already included. The bare mass 

squares of the scalar fields are: 

r! = 11~ + 12>.v2 r! = I'~+ 4..\v2 (30) 

In the symmetric phase (v = 0) the parameter£ is given at 1-loop by Eq. (15). In order to 
reproduce the expected singularity structure near the multi critical point C, it is necessary to 
add toE a term proportional tot'. A convenient choice is 

1 " { BGM,, BG'v } 
t=!fL 1\IP +k2- M2 +k2 

k rk rk 

(31) 

In this case Eq. (29) has two solutions: v = 0 and the one given by 

, , 1 { 12>. 12>. 8G
2 

} 

w = -po- N ~ JL; + fr2 + J-l! + fc2 - u;~. + f.:2 (32) 

The two solutions correspond to two local minima of the effective potential. The absolute 
minimum in the symmetric phase is v = 0, in the spontaneously broken phase v # 0. For the 

choice in Eq. (31) the non-zero solution tends to zero in lattice units on the critical line ClfC 
where the tr-boson mass is zero (see Fig.l). 

Note that by the choice in Eq. (31) it is achieved that the vacuum expectation value is 
zero in the whole region left to the line C.,C in Fig. 1 and non-zero right to C"'C. As it was 

discussed in the introduction, from the point of view of the realization of chiral symmetry it 
is enough that t' is zero on the zero mass fermion line C.pC and non-zero, in physical units, 
on t.he line C"C. In the above case vis zero in lattice units on C.,C too, but v/mcr has a 
non-zero limit if this line is approached from the right. 

2.4 Scaling behaviour 

The physically interesting region in the bare parameter space is the scaling region where 
the cut-off dependence is negligible. In this region it is important to know the curveJ of 
conJtant phy.,ic_, ( CCP '_, )_, where the dimensionless physical quantities are constant and only 

the lattice spacing (cut-off) changes. The general procedure for obtaining equations for these 
curves in perturbation theory is described in detail in Ref. [5]. 

In order to define the CCP's in the bare parameter space one has to choose a set of 
independent physical quantities ( F 1 , .•• , F 4 ) and a set of bare parameters (g1 , ••• , g4 ). In the 

present case it is assumed that there are 4 independent relevant parameters. These can be 
taken as 

91 = >.; 92 = G; 93 = J-L~i 9~ = Mg 

_J1~u. 2 F3 - M 2 , F4 = .MR 
R 

(33) Ft = >.R.,.; F2 =GR.,.; 
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If the last physical quantity F4 is the reference quantity parametrizing the curves, then the 
differential equations for the functions {g1 (F4 ), ••• ,g4(F4 )} are given by 

dg;(F,) det\'·;1 ('*)I 
dF4 - det

4 
~ ( Og) st=9t(9~>113.SJ.Ft) 

(i=l, ... ,4) (34) 

where det4 (· ··)is the 4 x _4 determinant of the derivative matrix and det~·lo](· ··)denotes its 
3 X 3 subdeterminants. 

From the above expressions fo'r the renormal.ized quantities the right hand sides can be 
easily worked out. The obtained formulas include also small scale breaking corrections which 
go to zero in the continuum limit as powers of the lattice spacing. The last two equations 
(i = 3,4) give also the dependence of the mass parameters along the CCP's. Here only the 
first two equations determining the behaviour of the couplings A and G will be considered 
in some detail. The scale breaking corrections will also be neglected. In this case only the 

logarithmically divergent terms have to be considered, The usual parameter along the COP's 
is the logarithm of an inverse mass in lattice units, in our case r :::::: log MJ/. The equations 
fori= 1,2 in (34) can be written with this parameter as 

' 

, d!. 
d!.(r) ~ f3,(!.,G) = - 2MndMk 

dr 

, dG 
dG(r) ~f3G(!.,G) = - 2MndMk 

dr 
(35) 

Using Eq. (34) and the general structure of the perturbation series it can be shown that the 
Callan-Symanzik ,8-functions on the right hand sides are given by 

( 
a>... ,a>. .. ) 

{3"-(A,G) = 2 Mg 8MJ + JLo 8p,5 Mo=MR 

( 
,ac.. ,ac .. ) 

/3G(!.,G) ~ 2 M0 aM' +""a' 
0 JLo Mo=MR 

The 1-loop result, neglecting scale_breaking corrections, is 

f3,(!.,G) ~ ___!__, (96!.' + 16G'>. -4G•) 
161r 

1 
f3G( !., G) ~ -- · 4G3 

1611"2 

(36) 

(37) 

It can be shown that the logarithmically divergent terms remain unchanged if in the definition 
of the renormalized couplings in Eqs. (25-26) the o--fields are replaced by 1r-fields. Therefore 
the universall-loop terms in the ,8-function are 0(4)-symmetric. 

According to Eqs. (35-37), for decreasing lattice spacing the couplings (A, G) increase 
along the CCP's. It can be shown using the last _two equations in (34) that in the (~;:,K)
plane in Fig. 1 the point corresponding to a given CCP moves closer and closer to the 
multicritical point C. The triviality of the continuum limit implies that no CCP with non
zero renormalized couplings can reach C, because the lattice spacing is zero on C. Therefore 
the CCP's have to go to (A = oo, G = oo ). Of course, the perturbative form (37) of the 
,8-functions is only valid if A and G are small. 
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Up to now the change of the bare parameters was considered for fixed renormalized quanti
ties. It is also possible to fix the bare couplings (A, G) and ask how the renormalized couplings 
change in the vicinity of the multi critical point C. This behaviour is determined by another 
set of {3-functions. In the 1-loop approximation, however, the functional forms are the same 
as Eq. (37). The derivation of these scaling equations is similar to the case of the ¢/ theory 
[6,7]. The only difference is that in the a-model there are two mass parameters, therefore 
the ratio of two renormalized masses can, in general, also be fixed (as F3 in Eq. (33)). In the 
broken phase one way of exploiting this freedom is to stay in the chiral subspace where the 

fermion-scalar mass ratio is a function of the two renormalized couplings. 
Near the multicritical point C, where the renormalized couplings are small, the #-functions 

for the renormalized couplings are given to a good approximation by perturbation theory. On 
the boundary to the region with larger couplings initial conditions are needed. These can be 
obtained in the symmetric phase by a high order hopping parameter expansion, similarly to 
the pure ¢ 4 theory [7]. The hopping parameter expansion in models with fermions can also 
give an independent non-perturbative information about the physical spectrum, in particular 

concerning the fermion doublers. The question of the spectrum has to be cleared before 
going on with a perturbative investigation of the realization of chiral symmetry in the scaling 

region. 

3 Hopping parameter expansion 

3.1 General formulas 

In this Section the general formalism of the hopping parameter expansion at (~< = K = 0) 
will be considered. The generating function of the connected Green's functions is defined as 

I[J,~,~J 
W[J,~,~J ~log J[O,O,OJ 

where I is an integral over the field variables: 

I[J,~.~1 ~ jJd¢d{od,P]exp { -S + ~ [Js,¢s, + ({o,ry,)- (~,¢.)]} 

(38) 

(39) 

In the double expansion according to the powers of ~ and K the Green's functions at an 
arbitrary point ofthe bare parameter space (A, G, ~. K) are expressed by the Green's functions 
at (A,G,~ = O,K = 0). In the generating function of the connected Green's functions at 
(~;: = K = 0) the integral in Eq. (39) is: 

I[J, ry, ~[o = jld¢d{od¢] exp { ~ [-,.¢s,¢s,- !.(¢s.¢s,)' 

-M(1o.1•,)- G¢s,(1o,rs1•,) + ls.<Ps, + ({.,~,)- (~.¢,)]} (40) 

This can be factorized into a product of integrals over the field variables of a single lattice 

point. 
In order to write down the ma5ter formula for t.he hopping parameter expansion of con

nected Green's functions, let us introduce a shorthand notation for index repetitions: 

Ill:= k.f~ ... !". 
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~ 

Dn: = L !".!"' · · t". (41) 
[v]n "! ···Vn 

Omitting a (Jr,11])-independent factor in J, the master formula is: 

Kmi'Ln 

logl[J.7J,i1] = L _ m!n!M!(N!'" 
[z~) ... !iw) .. [SX]M[c} IN{l>Z}N 

M • N N ( M c ,. , N [ 7 l m " )m< 
(J.)sx(".).y(<J.)bz (4>.)sx(,·.),z(••.).,. l'<+#(r + '!,)'/•, [•PT,+P¢T,]," 

'" 0 

(42) 

Here the index positions for the repetitions of more complicat-ed expressions (in square brack

ets) are explicitly indicated. The notation < · · · >~c stands for a connected expectation value 

in tht> (K = K = 0) point, where in the definition of connectedness the hopping terms in the 

square brackets are considered as single entities. Such connected expectation values of mono

mial functions of the field variables can be expressed by the ordinary connected expectation 

values, where eYery field variable is considered to be a different entity. Namely, the con

nected expectation Ya.lue of monomials< · · · >""cis a sum of products of ordinary connect.ed 

expectation \·alues < · · · >c. The sum is over the different partitions of the set of points 

representing the field Yariables (dt.:n Wz,¢.,) in such a way, that the subsets representing the 

ordinary connected expectation values are "held together" if the points belonging to the same 

monomial are considered to be connected. In the point (K = K = 0) the connected expec

tation values < · · · >~ are non-zero only if all the points are at the same lattice site. As a 

mnsequence, every term in Eq. (42) gives rise to a sum of terms, which can graphically be 

represented' as connt>cted clusters of points, where every cluster is at some lattice site and the 

different dusters are held togetheD by the links corresponding to the hopping terms. (Several 

clusters can occupat.e the same lattice site.) The contribution of a graph depends only on 

the topology of the graph but not on its embedding in the lattice. Collecting together graphs 

with the same topology one obtains the linked clu.ster ezpan.sion [8]. 

In order t.o work out the contribution of a linked cluster expansion graph it is necessary to 

evaluate the single site integral appearing in Eq. ( 40). The Grassmann-integral in the general 

case is: 
j d,bd,P exp { -M(,b<i•)- Ga({ni')- G~,(</>f,,P) + (,j,ry)- (<]</•)} 

[(M + Gu)' + G'~'J' exp {- [(M + Gu)(<)")- G•,(<)r,")] [(M + Ga)' + G'~'J"'} 
(43) 

In the case of a large bare Yukawa-coupling or small bare fermion mass it is convenient to use 

the freedom in the normalization of t.he fermion fields and put the coefficient of the coupling 

term equal to unity. Using the notation F := M/G one obt.ains 

j dfd')>exp { -F(</>,P)- u(,b,P)- ~.({,r,v') + (</>~)- (•11•)} 

~ [(F + u)' + ~'r exp {- [(F + u)(<j~)- ~.(<jf,")J [(F + u)' + ~'r'} (44) 

In the case of G = oo or fl.{= 0 the chiral invariant combination (u2 + 1r2
) appears on the 

right hand side. If, in addition, the bare quartic coupling is also infinite then the length of 

the scalar field is frozen to u 2 + 1r
2 = 1, and the result of the Grassmann integration is 

exp {- [u(<j")- ~.(<jf,")!} ~ exp { -.Ps(<lft~J} (45) 

II 

Substituting back the result of the Grassmann-integration, the integral over the scalar 

fields in the general case is: 

l
+oo 

Iv(J,j) = -oo do-d31rexp { -(a2 + 1rz)- .A(a 2 + 11'
2

- 1)2 + J0a + J,;rr. 

+[(F + a)j0 + ~.j,J[(F + u)' + ~'r'} · [(F + u)' + ~'r (46) 

Here the second form in Eq. { 44) was taken, the normalization of the scalar fields was fixed 

by J.1 = 1 - 2,\, and the fermion bilinear current was introduced as 

is= -(i1f111) (47) 

The generating funct.ion of the connected expectation values at (K = K = 0) is given by the 

integral I>.F as 
I>.F(J:o,ir) 

W(J,<j,~Jo '=~log I,.(O,O) (48) 

As it was noted before, the field normalization in Eq. ( 44) and the use of the bare parameter 

F is convenient for small F. If F is large, the original parametrization with M and G is 

better. We are, however, mainly interested in the chirallimit M-+ 0 where, for any finite G, 

also F-+ 0. 

3.2 The F = 0 limit 

It is possible to give a series representation for the integral I>.F( J, j) in general. but here only 

the important special case F = 0 will be c~msidered in detail. In this case the integral over 

the scalar fields can be expressed by the parabolic cylinder function Dn(z) [9]: 

I 
I>.o{ J, j) = f Os-n, -2nJ 8n+8bn.2n, -zn,l!N,n, +na+n, nlln2ln3!4N N!( A" + 1 )! 
I>.o(O, 0) """'·"J·"·N=o 

r(6 + ') n_,_, (--'--- v'2X) 
(JJ)"'(?J"l"'(·.·r, 2 , .m. 

. s s - T]T ]F]U r(6)( v'2X)i D_, (;;h- v'2X) (49) 

Here, besides the Cronecker b 's, also 8., was used, which is defined as 8, = 1 for n ~ 0 and 

zero otherwise. 

In the limit of very large bare quartic coupling (A-+ oo) the asymptotic behaviour is 

r(6 + :}) D_,_; (f,:- v'2X) . n(n + 14) (>,-') 

-cCc:-""'""" --I 1 -t- + 0 f(6)(J25;)' D., (f,:- v'2X) 16), 
(50) 

therefore Eq. (49) at).= oo is simplified to 

Iooo(J,j) ~ f: ((J + })s(J + i)s]N 

L00o(O,O) NoO 4NN1(N +I)! 
(51) 

In order t.o obtain t.he generating function of the connected 1-site expectation values, the 

expansion of the logarithm of I(Jj)/I(OO) is needed. For instance, in the simple case of 

(). = oo, F = 0) let us define 

Jogl'ooo(J,j) ~ ~ C,N [I . . . ]N 
Iooo(O,O)- ,k,(2N)! ;j{J+J)s(J+J)s (52) 
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The coefficients C2N are given by 

{2N)!{-l)m-'{m -1)! 
CzN = L bN,n1+2n2+3n1+ •• 6m,nl+"2+nl+··· ntlnz!n3! ... (1!2!)nl (2!3!)"2 (3!4!\"3 • 

m,n1,n2,- ·=1 

(53) 

The first few of them are: 

C2 = 1; G4 = -1; C6 = 5; C8 =-56; C10 = 1092; C 12 = -32670; G14 = 1387815 
{54) 

In the case of(>.= oo,F = 0) the general formula for the connected 1-site expectation 

value is: 

(¢s,.···¢s, • ./>,,.~•., •... ,J., ¥• )" _ rzalx
0

-

- c k!l! = 
- k+12h+l(k + 1- 1)!!(k + 1)! L hk,2kr+k3hl,2k2+kl 2kl(kt + kl + k3)! 

k~ok;,,k,=O k1 !k2!k3! 

"' II Os s "a r+s b .. -r+s ~ ;, 1 L ,. k+l ;ar ,.(1) HHarb,.p) 
(k+I){{SoS;)} (S;S1) :>r(l) 

(55) 

Here L(HI){(S;s1
)} is a summation over all different pairings of the 0( 4)-indices 5 1 , 5 2,··· , Sk+l 

and L:l'(l) means summation over _the permutations {rr(1 ), 7r(2), · · · , 1r(l)} of {1, 2, · · · ,l} with 

parity rr:l'. 

From Eq. (55) an important general property of the linked cluster expansion at ( >. = 
oo, F = 0) follows. Namely, in the clusters (also called vertice& ) representing the connected 

expectation value < · · · >~, the sum of the number of scalars ( rr.,) and of the number of 

fermion pairs (~,.,1/J.,) is always even. Using Eq. (49) it can also he shown that
1
this is true for 

F = 0 at an arbitrary value of>.. This is a general consequence of the exact chiral symmetry 

of the vertices at F = 0. The chiral symmetry breaking due to the Wilson parameter in the 

fermion hopping term occurs only on the links. On the contrary, for F I O, as it is shown by 

Eq. ( 46), the clllral symmetry is also broken in the vertices, therefore the sum of the number of 

scalars and of the number of fermion pairs can also be odd. An immediate consequence is that 

for F = 0 in the region of convergence of the hopping parameter expansion the expectation 

value of the scalar fields and of the fermion bilinears is zero: 

(¢s.) ~ (4-.rs,P.) ~ 0 (56) 

This follows from the fact that on a hypercubicallattice the number of links on a finite closed 

curve is even. Therefore, the contribution of a graph to the above expectation values can 

only be non-zero if the number of links (the order of the hopping parameter expansion) is 

infinite. 
Another similar consequence is that withi.n the convergence radius of the hopping param

eter expansion at (F = 0) the fermion propagator vanishes for even lattice distances of the 

initial and final points: 
({..,P,) ~ 0 ;1 [x - y] even (57) 

In momentum space this means that the fermion propagator is the same at (k1 + 1r,k2 + 
1r,k3 + 1r,k4 + 1r) as at (k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k4 ). The reason is that the sum of coordinate differences 

is even( odd) if the lattice distance defined by the minimum number of connecting links is 

even( odd). In particular, if the fermion propagator has a pole corresponding to a particle at 
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(k1 = k 2 = k3 = k 4 = 0) then it has also a pole at. (k1 = k 2 = k3 = k 4 = 1r) corresponding to 

a particle with opposite intrinsic parity. (For the discussion of the quantum numbers of the 

additional pole see also the next Section.) This proves that: 

In the convergence region of the hopping parameter expansion at an arbitrary non-zero 

value of the bare Yukawa-coupling (G f- 0) in the chirallimit (M = 0), or at any finite bare 

mass M in the case of G = oo, the fermion spectrum is parity-doubled. 
Therefore, the removal of the lattice fermion doublers by the Wilson-term in the action 

cannot be completely succesful: out of the 16 lattice fermion species at least 2 is left in the 

physical spectrum. This is in conflict with perturbation theory, where it seems that all the 

fermion doublers are removed by the Wilson-term. An explanation may be, that perturbation 

theory gives a good approximation only for (F f 0). This would also mean that the limits 

G -t 0 and M ---) 0 cannot be interchanged. In view of this the conjectured critical structure 

in Fig. 1 has to be confronted with the hopping parameter expansion, too. 

4 Random walk approximation to the hopping param

eter expansion 

The hopping parameter expansion is expected to give a good quantitative description of the 

physical properties of scalar-fermion models in regions of the symmetric phase where the 

correlation length is up to 2-5, provided that high enough orders are available. Based on 

the experience in pure ¢ 4 models [7] and taking into account. the general structure of the 

linked cluster expansion graphs in the a-model, the required order for F = 0 could be around 

16-20-th. To work out such a high order is in principle possible but non-trivial. In o~der 
to obtain first a qualitative insight, in this Section the so called random walk approzimation 

to the hopping parameter expansion will be considered, which was succesfully applied in the 

strong gauge coupling region for some problems in QCD [10]. In the present context this 

approximation is equivalent to a partial resummation of the series within specific classes of 

the linked cluster expansion graphs. In this Section only the case (>. = oo, F = 0) will be 

considered, but the qualitative structure is the same also for F = 0 at any other >.. In the 

(K, K )-plane the line K. = 0 will be considered in detail, which is the simplest, because a pure 

fermionic description is possible. As it will be dear from the discussion below, the K = 0 

line corresponds to an interacting scalar-fermion theory. It is also the most interesting case 

because, according to the random walk approximation, the multicritical point C is at K = 0. 

The lattice action at- (A= G = oo) or at(,\= =,M = 0), for an appropriate choice of 

the fermion field normalization factors, is 

S ~ L: {¢s.(,J.,rs,P.)- <L:¢s•+•¢s.- KL:(,P,+;[r +-y,,],P.)} . ' ' 
(58) 

One possibility is to perform first the fermion integration. The result is an effective scalar 

action s:!J containing the logarithm of the determinant. of the fermion matrix M[¢]. This 

determinant can be evaluated by using 

det(M[¢]) ~ jdet(M[¢]) · det(M[,P]) (59) 
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where ;pis defined as ~s., =(a,, -1r,"'). The effective scalar action can be written as 

• - 1-Kr s./J = -•l:,<Ps.+•¢>s. + L ~Tr{M,[¢>] + KM,)" 
x,p n=:l 

where the matrices M 1,2 are defined by 

M,[.p],. = L ····+• [rs(.Ps, + .Ps.)r + rs(<Ps, + <Ps.h.] 
• 

M,,,. = '2:, S,,.+M'(r + 7.)(r + 7.) 
•·" 

(60) 

(61) 

s:IJ in (60) is valid for every"' and Kin the(>.= G = oo) plane. ForK.= O, instead ofthe 
fermion integral, one can also perform the integration over the scalar fields. The result is an 
effective fermion action. Using relations like Eqs. (51-52) one obtains 

• _ " - < C,N [ - - ]N s.JI = -K ~('i>•+•ir + 7.]¢.)- ~ J;, 4N(2N)! (,P.rs¢,)(¢.rs¢.) (62) 

This action is equivalent to Eq. (60) for ,.., = 0. For the derivation of the hopping parameter 
expansion in powers of K the form in Eq. (62) is more convenient. The result is, of course, 
identical to Eqs. ( 42,55). 

4.1 The boson propagator 

Let us first consider the random walk approximation for the a- and 1r-boson propagator at 
(>, = G = oo,x; = 0). For x; = 0 the scalar fields do not propagate, they can only appear as 
external lines in the linked cluster expansion graphs. In general, the scalar Green's functions 
at x; = 0 can be obtained from purely fermionic ones by replacing the external scalar lines 
with fermion-antifermion pairs having the same quantum numbers. Therefore, instead of the 
scalar propagator, it is enough to consider the propagator of a fermion antifermion pair 

( 
- - )' 1 .,, l -G(y,z),,,,, =o ,Pey,P,,>/> .. >/>o. =oN Y:,e-• ,,_, G(k),,,., 

k 

(63) 

The space coordinates are denoted, as usual, by z, y, · · ·, whereas a, b, c, d, · · · stand for the 
components of the fermion fields, that is they summarize both isospin- and Dirac-indices: for 
instance, a-=: (A, a) where A is the isospin- and a the Dirac-index. 

The linked cluster graphs for the above fermion-antifermion pair propagator can be di
vided into reducible and irreducible ones. The reducible ones are those, which can be separated 
in two disconnected parts by cutting a fermion- and an antifermion line ending in the same 
vertex. The random walk approximation corresponds to summing up the chains of the sim
plest (or of a. few simple} irreducible graphs by a. recursion relation generating the chains. 
The simplest irreducible graph for the propagator of a fermion-~tifermion pair is a pair of 
fermion-antifermion lines on a link connec-.ting two neighbouring sites. A reducible chain of 
such graphs is illustra.tt"d by Fig. 2. The re'cursion relation summing up these chains is: 

G(k)ct~,ab = -~ [r~.cdrl",- rtadrt,ro} 
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L c-•k~ { rf,cd [ ( r - 'Y .. )fj:( r + ;~.) Le -· [ ( r - r,.)rj: La [rj:( r + 'Y~<) LJ G( k )ef,cb (64) 
" 

Using the relations 

Tr{i'Ynl'• .. rt} = rti1's/pT,.rt = 0 (65) 

it can be shown, that the subspace of the fermion-antifermion quantum numbers correspond
ing to the u- and 71"-bosons is invariant and diagonal with respect to the equation in (64). 
Therefore, defining the projection to the (a, 7r) quantum numbers by 

G(y,z)rs = -fr,.teG(y,x)cd,abfs,ba = ~ Le-i(k,x-y)G(k)rs 

' 
the solution of Eq. {64) in the (a, 1r )-sector has the form: 

G(k)TS = 6r,o6s,oG.(k) + 6r,s(1- 6r,o6s,o)G.(k) 

(66) 

(67) 

Substituting Eqs. (66-67) into Eq. {64) one obtains for the rr-, respectively, 1r-boson propa
gator 

[ 
5 ]_, 

G,(k) = 20 1- zK'(1- r')(8- k') 

[ 
5 ]-' G,(k) = 20 1- zK'(1 + r')(8- k') (68) 

For vanishing Wilson-parameterr = 0 there is no difference between Gq and G,., in accordance 
with the exact 0(4) chiral symmetry. The critical values of the hopping parameter K, where 
the propagators have a zero energy pole in lattice units, are: 

1 
K?,(u) = 20(1- r') 

1 
K?,(n) = 20(1 + r') (69) 

If r #- D, the critical hopping parameter for the 1t-boson is always smaller than for the a
boson. This situation can be changed, however, if more complicated irreducible graphs are 
taken into account. (See the discussion below.) 

4.2 The fermion propagator 

As it was shown in the previous Section, in the convergence region of the hopping parameter 
expansion the fermion is parity doubled. In the random walk approximation this is mani
fested by the fact that the simplest reducible chain for the fermion propagator has irreducible 
elements consisting out of two links. As it is shown by Fig. 3, the simplest fermion propaga
tion proceeds via an oscillation between a fermion and a fermion-antifermion-fermion state. 
Defining the fermion propagator as 

G(y,z).., =o (;fi.,,p,,)' =o ~ L'_,,,,,_,lG(k).., 
k 

(70) 

the recursion relation summing up the graphs in Fig. 2 is in momentum space given by 

5K3 

G(k).., = -
4
- '2:, ,-"· [r(2r' + 1)- (,' + 2h.].., 

" 
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5K' . l · + -·· L>:::-•(k,.+k~) [r(2r2 + 1)- (r2 + 2)1',. be (r + Ji')cdG(k)da 

4 "" 

(71) 

This has the solution: 

- 5K3 
[ , ) -, , . •1 G(k)oo ~ 4 (2r + 1 r(8- k ) + 2(r i- 2)i-y · k"" 

. { 1 _ 
5~

4 

[(2r2 + l)r2 (8- k2
)

2 + 4(r2 + 2)P] -t-
5~

4 

r(l- r 2 )(8- P)i-y · k} ca 

{[ 
5K' ]' 25K' }_, 

· 1- -
4
-[(2r' + 1)r'(8- k')' + 4(r' + 2)k'] + -

4
-r'(1- r')'(8- k')'k' (72) 

The critical hopping parameter where this fermion propagator has a zero energy pole is given 

by 

K:,(f) ~ 80r'(2~' + 1) 173) 

This is also larger than Ka ( 1r) in Eq. ( 69). For instance, in the case of r = 1 we have 

K"(r.) ~ 0.1581 ... and K"(f) ~ 0.2541. ... 

The doubling of the fermion spectrum is explicitly displayed by the fermion propagator 

in Eq. (72): besides the pole at k 1 = kz = k3 = O,k4 = ~iaE there is also a pole at 

k1 = kz = k3 = 1r, k4 = 1f + iaE; (aE --+ 0). The quantum numbers of the two poles are best 

identified by considering the propagation of a specific fermion-antifermion-fermion composite 

state X· The relevance of such state~ in the fermion propagator is already dear from Fig. 3. 

The appropriate composite!fermion operators are: 

1 -
x. '= 

10
rs,P,(,P,fs,P.) 

1 - -x. = 
10

(>/',fs,P.)'i•,fs (74) 

It follows from Eqs. (2-4) that the chiral transformation properties of X and X are: 

x~ = [UR 1 PL + U£1 Pn]x,.. X~= X,..[PnUR + PLUL] (75) 

This corre~ponds to the transformation properties of the fermion fields in Eq. (4), if the 

left- and right-handed components are interchanged. Therefore, x and X describe composite 

mirror fermions. The composite mirror fermion operators also appear in the fermion effective 

action (62), which can be rewritten as 

>J> -
4 

C2N5A" _ - N 

5,11 = -KE(,P,+;[r +o.l</·.)- J; J;;, (ZNJ!4_,. [lx.<·.) + (.P.x,J] (76) 

A large class oflinked cluster graphs for the ;.:-propagator has the form illustrated by Fig. 

4. In particular, in the random walk approximation the fermion propagator represented by 

the curly bracket in Fig. 4 has to bf" replaced by Fig. 3. Considering only the class of graphs 

in Fig. 4, the x-propagator can be expressed by the !,'·'-propagator through 

H(y,x}al> =:: (.\ay:\:~}~ = K 2 l.)r + l ... )a.,G(y- V,:c + {t)oo(r + l't<)db (77) 

"". 

There are also off-diagonal propagators between the fields -lj; and x which can be obtained 

similarly. In the random walk approximation corresponding to Eq. (72) the whole 2®2 matrix 
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can be easily obtained. For brevity. let us here consider only the case r = 1. In rnoment.um 

space the 2®2 (1/J,x) propagator matrix is: 

!f K 3 
( 8 - k2 + 2i1' · k 

1- 'fK'[(8- k')' + 4k'] K[(8- k')' + 4k'i 
K[(8- k')' + 4k'] ) 

K'[(8- k')' + 4k'](8- k'- 2h · k) 
(78) 

The residua of the two poles at k 1 = k2 = k3 = O,k4 = -iaE and k1 = kz = k3 = -rr,k4 = 

7!" + iaE; (aE--+ 0) can be written as 

( 
±1 

consf · 8Kcr(/) 
8K0 ,(/) ) 

±64K"(f)' 
(79) 

Therefore, appart from a field renonnalization factor 8Kc,.(f) for the x-field, the eigenvector 

belonging to the non-zero eigenvalue at the first. pole (upper sign in Eq. (79)) is: (,P + 
x)/.../2. The eigenvec-tor belonging to the non-zero eigenvalue at the second pole (lower sign 

in Eq. (79)) is: (tj•- x._)/.../2. It is natural to define the parity operator in such a way that 

it interchanges 1/J with X· In this case the two poles correspond to two degenerate fermion 

states with opposite intrinsic parity. 

4.3 Critical structure 

Summing up the simplest irreducible graphs in the random walk approximation for the u

and 1r-bosons and 1/J- and x._-fermions results in different critical hopping parameters. The 

smallest critical hopping parameter is obtained for the IT-boson: K~,.(1r). At K = K~r(11') the 

high order graphs of the type in Fig. 2 are not suppressed any more, they can be arbitrarily 

long. This has an important effect also on the propagators of the other particles. For instance, 

in the irreducible part of the fermion propagator in Fig. 3 the fermion-antifermion pair on 

the first link can be replaced by a long fermion-antifermion graph of the type in Fig. 2, if 

this pair has the quantum numbers of a IT-boson (see Fig. 5). The sum of the contributions 

in Fig. 5 diverges at K = K~r(7rL therefore the sum over the chains of such graphs in the 

fermion propagator is expeded to diverge even earlier. 

In order to see, how this works out. in detail, let us write the recursion relation (71) 

summing up the reducible chains of graphs for the fermion propagator in momentum space 

" G(k)"" ~ KG'''IkJ,. ~ K' 2>-"·c"'(l·)"'(r + ·r,,),,G(l·),. (80) 

" 
The factor GPl contains the propagator of a bosonic fermion-antifermion pair between two 

neighbouring points. This c.an be written as 

c'''lk)., ~ z.::,-1
'• [-B,(r + -,.),. ~ B,(r -o.),.: (81) 

" 
Here, for completeness, also the propagation of the CT-boson is included. Bq and B., are 

functions of the VVilson-paranteter r and of the hopping parameter J\: 

1 . - 1 00 [5 ]2j+1 
B, '= B,(r, K) = -, L'''•G,(k) ~ - L h,i+> -K'(1- r') 

801\ k 4 j"'O 2 
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3 3~ [5 ]2j+l 
B.;= B.(r,K) ='- I>"•G.(k) ~- L>2i+> -K'(1 +r') 

SON le 4 j=O 2 
(82) 

Here hn is the -nuD.'J.ber of paths of length n on the lattice between two neighbouring points: 

h =_!__"e'k,. """e-i(lo"~+··+"'~ .. l- " 6.. . 
n - N L.. L., - L p.,V] +· ·+II,. 

k II},···,Un III>""•"n 

(83) 

The solution o( Eq. _(8-0) is: 

G(k).., ~ K [r(8- k')(B.- B.)+ 2h · k(B. + B.J).., 

· { 1- K' [r(8- k')- 2i-y · lo] [r(8- k')(B.- B,) + 2i-y · k(B. + B,J] [' (84) 

Replacing here B.,u by the first (j = 0) terms in Eq. (82), one obtains Eq.(72). The critical 
hopping parameter in Eq. (84) is the solution of the equation 

1 
K~(f)' , (85) 

64r [B.(r,K~(f))- B.(r,K~(f))] 

Again1 if only the first terms in B.,,a are taken into account, then the previous result in 
Eq. (73) is reproduced. 

The number of different curves on the four-dimensional hypercubicallattice connecting 
two neighbouring sites hn grows with the length n asymptotically as gn. Therefore, the series 
for Ba,w in Eq. (82) diver_ge at K = K.,..(u,·n-). ForK- Kc~(7r) the combination (B" + Bo) 
tends to +oo and, consequently, the solution of Eq. (85) for the critical value of the hopping 
parameter K.,...(f) is somewhat_ smaller than K.,..(n"). These are, of course, still results of a 
partial resummation of the_ hop_ping ~arameter series. The diverging fermion propagators 
can, however, themselves included in the irreducible boson propagator graphs which, after 
re"summa.tion, make the critical hopping pirameter for bosons again someWhat smaller than 
the c_titic_al_hopR_i_~g_p~~tter Ji)r}ermions-. This pro_ce_dure can be repeated many times. 
It is_ ~l.a.~ii_l;tl~- t~at th_~- ti;n,3.t(rutc-o;ne is a eonti:n_Qn :(n.Ulti~ri_tic~ point C at some hoRPing 
parameter K = K.,.. smaller than K.,..(7r) in Eq. (69). At (A = G = oo,~ = 0) the strongly 
intetli.~_ting_ele_m~~t~;y-Jel'~o~ '¢_pi~:duces fermionic an_d bosonic bound states, which can 
be thought of as being bound states of each other in a. boot.strap manner. This suggest the 
critical structure of the lattice a-model at A = G = oo as shown in Fig. 6. The critical 
li~es of 1f and a and of the fermions are separated- from each other at K i= 0, because of the 
ad4iti()n_~_gr~ph_s con~ai~ng sc~ar internal lines. These are more effective for the bosons 
tha.n for the fermions. On the line K = 0 the fermions do not propagate at all and the model 
is reduced to a pure 0(4}-symmetric ¢4 model. Appart from the fert:Won parity doubling, 
Fig. 6 can be considered as a degenerate version of th~ exp_ected criticai- structure in Fig. 1: 
the line Gt/!G is reduced to a single point in Fig. 6. 

5 Summary and discussion 

The form of the effective potential and of the renormalized quantities in 1-loop perturbation 
theory s.huws, _th_at_in order to find the expected critical structure with chiral symmetry in the 
vicinity of the point with vanishing bare eouplings one has to add asymmetrie counterterms 
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to the action. However, this is only a necessary condition and the question of the restoration 
of the chiral symmetry near the multicritical points, where the physical masses vanish in 
lattice units, can only be answered if the spectrum of physical states is established. For the 
formulation of the standard electroweak model the usual assumption about the spectrum is, 
that in the a-model the chiral symmetry is realized in the symmetric phase by a massless 
fermion (and massive degenerate a-- and 71"-bosons), and in the spontaneously broken phase 
by a massless triplet of Goldstone-bosons (and a massive fermion and a--boson). In the lattice 
regularized cr-model with Wilson-fermions this is contradicted in the limit of infinitely strong 
bare Yukawa.-coupling at any bare fermion mass, or in the limit of zero bare fermion mass 
at any non-zero bare Yukawa-coupling: by the general structure of the hopping parameter 
expansion at vanishing hopping parameters. As it was shown in Section 3, the structure of 
the hopping parameter expansion implies the parity doubling of the fermion spectrum. The 
parity partner of the original fermion can be considered as a remnant of the lattice fermion 
doubling. From this point of view the hopping parameter expansion is in conflict with lattice 
perturbation theory, where it seems that all the lattice fermion doublers are removed from 
the physical spectrum by the Wilson-term in the action. The clash of perturbation theory 
with the hopping parameter expansion in the massless fermion limit can indicate the non
commutativity of the zero fermion mass limit with the zero Yukawa-coupling limit. 

The dynamics of the fermion parity doubling was investigated in detail in Section 4 within 
the random walk approximation to the hopping parameter expansion. It turned out, that the 
parity doubling is realized by a composite mirror fermion field. In an interesting limit of the 
model at infinite bare couplings and zero scalar hopping parameter the fermion p·ropagation 
on the lattice proceeds by an oscillation between the elementary fermion and its composite 
mirror fermion partner. This mechanism of parity doubling seems to be at work also in other, 
more general, scalar-fermion models. 

Of course, the solution of the spectrum problem in an interacting 4-dimensional quan
tum field theory is very difficult. The hopping parameter expansion can only be expected 
to reproduce the physical content of the model in a limited range of the symmetric phase, 
where the correlation lengths are not larger than, say, 2-5. It is, however, plausible that in 
the a--model the LUscher-Weisz procedure [7] is applicable, in the same way as in pure scalar 
rj} theory. Then, due to t.he triviality of the continuum limit, at these correlation lengths 
the renormalized couplings are already small enough for the application of the perturbative 
Callan-Symanzik renormalion group equations, and for the application of renormalized per
turbation theory in general. The renormalization group equations can also be continued over 
the multicritical point into the scaling region of the phase with spontaneously broken sym
metry. In the broken phase the fermion parity doublet is transformed into a mirror pair with, 
in general, different masses [11]. Even if in the present paper the hopping parameter expan
sion was considered in detail only in an approximation, and even if generally much less is 
known about the properties of scalar-fermion theories than about the pure scalar 4>4 theories, 
it. seems rather plausible that in the a-model with Wilson-fermions the physical spectrum 
consists out of the a- and 1r-bosons and a mirror pair of fermions. 

Where can one hope to avoide the mirror partners of the fermions in a non-perturbative 
lattice formulation? It is, in principle, possible that some other lattice fermion formulation 
does not have this dynamical fermion doubling property. It is also possible that a chiral 
symmetry without mirror fermions can only be realized in some other, more complicated, 
models. In this case one has to find, however, the connection of such models to the standard 
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electroweak model. In the framework of the a-model a possible attitude is to assume, that 
the model with a chira.lly asymmetric spectrum can be reached, if it exists, as some limit 
of the model with a mirror pair of fermions. In tlris case it is convenient to start with a 
formulation where the mirror fermions are included in the action at the level of elementary 
fields [11]. The important advantage of such a formulation is the possibility of a local clriral 
SU(2)L ® SU(2)R symmetry which can be gauged in the way it is required in the standard 
model. In this case the question to be answered is, whether there exists some limit of the 
extended model where the mirror partners of the fermions are removed from the physical 

spectrum. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. The expected critical structure in the (K, K)-plane as explained in the text. 
The couplings (A, G) are fixed at an arbitrary value. The scaling region is in the vicinity of 
the multi critical point C. 

Fig. 2. A reducible chain of graphs for the propagator of a fermion-antifermion pair 
which is obtained by repeating the simplest irreducible graph. 

Fig. 3. The simplest type of reducible graphs for the fermion propagator. 

Fig. 4. The class of graphs for the propagator of the composite mirror fermion which 
can be reduced to the propagator of the elementary fermion, represented in the figure by the 
curly bracket. 

Fig. 5. A more complicated irreducible part of the fermion propagator, where the 
propagation of the fermion-antifermion pair between neighbouring sites is given by a graph 
like in Fig. 2. A large effect near Kc~(n) is given by this graph if the {ernllon-antifermion 
pair has the quantum numbers of an-boson. 

Fig. 6. The tentative critical structure in the (K, K)-plane at >.. = G = oo suggested by 
the random walk approximation to the hopping parameter expansion. C is the multicritical 
point and the critical lines where the n- and n-boson masses or the mass of the fermion pair 
(1/J,x) vanishes are indicated by the corresponding letters. 
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